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Abstract Poland syndrome is a rare developmental disorder characterized by unilateral,
complete or partial, absence of the pectoralismajor (and oftenminor) muscle, accompanied
with ipsilateral hand malformations. To date, no clear genetic cause has been associated
with Poland syndrome, although familial cases have been reported. We report the employ-
ment of trio exome investigation and the identification of a heterozygous de novo patho-
genic variant in the SFMBT1 gene, a transcription factor associated with transcriptional
repression during development, in a 14-yr-old boy with Poland syndrome. We further dem-
onstrate by means of cDNA sequencing and western blot analysis that this variant results in
SFMBT1 exon 10 skipping and a lower concentration of the SFMBT1 wild-type protein. To
our knowledge, the heterozygous pathogenic SFMBT1 variant identified in association with
this condition is novel as it has not been elsewhere described in the literature and it can be
incorporated to the limited reported cases published.

INTRODUCTION

Poland Syndrome (PS)
Poland syndrome (PS) is a rare developmental disorder typically characterized by congenital,
unilateral hypoplasia to complete agenesis of the pectoralis major muscle and mammary
gland (Poland 1841) associated with ipsilateral upper limb defects—commonly brachysyn-
dactyly and syndactyly (Al-Qattan 2001), breast and nipple anomalies, hypoplasia of the pec-
toral subcutaneous tissue and regional muscles (Cochran et al. 1981; David andWinter 1985;
Zhu et al. 2012), absence of pectoral and axillary hair, and possibly chest wall defects and
other ipsilateral upper limb malformations (Catena et al. 2012). Other features may include
Moebius syndrome, dextrocardia (in left-sided PS), rib defects (Torre et al. 2010), hemiverte-
brae, Sprengel anomaly, and lung herniation (Chandran et al. 2013). Familial PS cases show
significant variability in phenotypic expression (Parano et al. 1995; Baban et al. 2012; Yiyit
et al. 2015). The incidence of the condition is estimated to be 1:20,000 to 1:50,000
(Freire-Maia et al. 1973) with a male preponderance and features more commonly affecting
the right side (Torre et al. 2010).
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Pathogenesis
The pathogenesis of Poland syndrome is understudied and to date remains elusive. A fa-
vored hypothesis is that during the sixth week of gestation, subclavian artery blood supply
disruption occurs. This disruption is thought to involve the vertebral arteries and their
branches, thus unilaterally reducing perfusion to the affected side (Bavinck and Weaver
1986). This alleged vascular hypothesis is supported by reports of observed decreased vas-
cularization of the arms, opacification of the aortic arch (Bouvet et al. 1978), and iliac artery
disruption (Gonda et al. 2018) in studied PS cases. An alternative hypothesis is the involve-
ment of genes regulating the development of the pectoral girdle muscles during embryo-
genesis (Valasek et al. 2011).

The use of drugs such as misoprostol by the mother during pregnancy that might be in-
volved in vascular disruption (Rosa et al. 2007) has provided credence for a vascular patho-
genesis in PS cases.

Genetics of Poland Syndrome
Most of the Poland syndrome cases are sporadic, although familial cases have been reported
(David andWinter 1985; Parano et al. 1995; Baban et al. 2012; Yiyit et al. 2015), indicative of
an autosomal dominant or a polygenic mode of inheritance (Romanini et al. 2018; Baldelli
et al. 2020). PS has also been suggested to be the result of a mosaic event during embryo-
genesis, with the severity of the phenotype depending on the time the mutation occurred
(van Steensel 2004).

PS has no clear genetic association and the involvement of genes that regulate develop-
ment, and affect particularly chest wall muscles and skeleton structures, has been proposed.
A few studies have attempted to elucidate the genetic cause of this condition by compara-
tive genomic hybridization (CGH). Candidate genes identified were involved in cell growth
and differentiation (Vaccari et al. 2014) and skeletal and muscle anomalies (Tassano et al.
2015).

Poland Syndrome and Malignancy
Poland syndrome has rarely been linked to development of malignancies including breast
cancer (Yesilkaya et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2018), hematological malignancies (Sackey
et al. 1984), solid tumors, and other types of cancer (Shaham et al. 1992), indicating a pre-
disposition to tumor formation and perhaps a tumor-suppressor gene involvement.

SFMBT1 Gene
The SFMBT1 gene is located on Chromosome 3 and encodes for a protein (96 kDa) respon-
sible for transcription regulation (Wu et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2013). SFMBT1
(Scm-like with four MBT domains protein 1) belongs to the MBT family of proteins, com-
prised of four MBT domains (Usui et al. 2000) that create a propeller-like structure (Wang
et al. 2003) crucial for the protein’s biological activity (Wu et al. 2007). The gene is known
as a corepressor that regulates gene expression epigenetically by recruiting histone-modify-
ing factors, compressing chromatin, and thus repressing transcription (Zhang et al. 2013).
Recent studies have specifically demonstrated its role in myogenesis (Lin et al. 2013) as
well as in tumor formation (Liu et al. 2020) and progression (Tang et al. 2013; Jiang et al.
2016), and hypertension (Yang et al. 2012). Testes, endocrine glands, and blood are tissues
that highly express SFMBT1 (Uhlén et al. 2015). SFMBT1 is also highly expressed in skeletal
muscles specifically in undifferentiatedmyoblasts, and this expression starts diminishing dur-
ing muscle differentiation (Lin et al. 2013). There is limited understanding as to the full spec-
trum of SFMBT1 function.
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RESULTS

Clinical Presentation
An 8-yr-old boy was referred for a clinical genetics evaluation because of a history of mildly
hypoplastic left thumb and mildly dysplastic aortic valve with mild aortic regurgitation. He
was born to healthy, nonconsanguineous parents of Cypriot descent. Review of the family
history was noncontributory for digital or other developmental anomalies. He was the prod-
uct of his mother’s second pregnancy following a natural conception.

On examination, he was facially nondysmorphic with no facial asymmetry. His OFC (occi-
pitofrontal circumference) was on the sixth centile, his height was on the 36th centile, and his
weight was on the 38th centile. He had mild, left-sided hypoplasia of the pectoralis major
muscle and mildly hypoplastic left thumb (Fig. 1A–F). He also had bilateral conjunctival
nevi, right larger than left. Cardiovascular examination revealed a 2/6, soft systolic heart mur-
mur. His abdomenwas soft and nontender with no renal angle tenderness. Neurology exam-
ination was unremarkable.

Echocardiography revealed bicuspid aortic valve with mild to moderate aortic regurgita-
tion. Ophthalmology evaluation was unremarkable apart from the presence of conjunctival
nevi. Normal or negative investigations included full blood count, urea and electrolytes, liver
function tests, lipid profile, plasma glucose, karyotype analysis, mitomycin C (MMC) analysis
with no evidence of increased chromosome breaks, array-CGH analysis, and abdominal ul-
trasound scan. Examination of parents revealed normal hands and no asymmetry of the pec-
toralis major muscles.

Exome analysis was initially performed on peripheral blood of the affected case. The
identified variant was confirmed by Sanger sequencing followed by trio exome analysis on
parental samples and a secondary proband sample (buccal swab).

SFMBT1 c.1049-2A>T p.(Gly350Valfs∗4) De Novo Variant Detection
We identified a heterozygous SFMBT1 variant, c.1049-2A>T, 2 bp located upstream of
exon 10, at an acceptor splice site of this gene (Table 1). The variant results in the skipping

E F

BA

C D

Figure 1. Photographs of the proband showing amildly hypoplastic left thumb (A,B,E) alongwith correspond-
ing PA (posterior, anterior) hand X-rays (C,D). Photograph showing the mild hypoplasia of the left pectoralis
major muscle with slightly smaller left nipple (F ).
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of exon 10 at the RNA level as demonstrated by SFMBT1 cDNA sequencing (Fig. 2A). The
c.1049-2A>T variant is absent from gnomAD exomes, gnomAD genomes (Karczewski et al.
2020), and from a DNA pool of 5000 healthy individuals of Cypriot origin (unpubl. data,
P Costeas, et al.). In addition, seven computational softwares that take into account the site’s
conservation and splicing impact (BayesDel, addAF, DANN, EIGEN, FATHMM-MKL,
MutationTaster, and scSNV-Splicing) (Kopanos et al. 2019) predict this variant has an effect
on SFMBT1 protein function. Trio exome sequencing revealed that the variant was absent
from both parents’ peripheral blood samples and is thus likely to have occurred de novo
(Fig. 2B). The presence of the variant was confirmed by next-generation sequencing (NGS)
in a swab sample from the patient.

We hypothesized that the skipped exon results in a truncated SFMBT1 protein
p.(Gly350Valfs∗4) that lacks its fourth MBT domain and the domains located downstream
(Fig. 3), predicted to have a molecular weight of 40 kDa. Protein analysis, using western blot-
ting for the SFMBT1 protein in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs), revealed a

Table 1. The SFMBT1 c.1049-2A>T p.(Gly350Valfs∗4) de novo variant

Gene
Chromo-
some

HGVS DNA
reference

HGVS protein
reference

Variant
type

Predicted
effect

dbSNP/
dbVar ID Genotype ClinVar ID

Parent
of origin Observed effect

SFMBT1 Chr 3 g.52960131T>A p.? Our prediction:

(p.Gly350Valfs∗4)

Missense at

splice site

Truncating No dbSNP

ID

Heterozygous Absent from

ClinVar

novel

De novo Lower concentration

of the SFMBT1

wild-type protein

BA

Figure 2. (A) (Top) cDNA exon 10-skipping specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR) revealed the exon-
skipping effect of the SFMBT1 c.1049-2A>T in the proband sample (wild-type SFMB1 product expected
size: 313 bp and exon 10-skipped PCR product expected size: 230 bp) (100-bp ladder). 1: Proband, 2: moth-
er, 3: father, 4: negative control (IVS-0000 Polyclonal control DNA). (Bottom) cDNA sequence of exon 9 (in
blue) and 11 (in red) depicted along with the primers binding site (highlighted in gray). Chromatogram de-
picts the 3′ site of exon 9 followed by the 5′ site of exon 11, demonstrating the complete deletion of exon
10 at the cDNA level. (B) Family tree of the proband (indicated with arrow), his parents, and his healthy sib-
lings. Sanger sequencing images display the location of the c.1049-2A>T variant. Parents are homozygous
for the wild-type allele A and the proband is heterozygous A>T both in the blood and the buccal swab
samples.
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significant reduction (an ∼60% reduction) in the expression of the 96-kDa common isoform
of the protein in our patient compared to a control sample (Fig. 4); however, we could not
confirm the presence of this truncated SFMBT1 protein because of the presence of a
band of similar molecular size of uncertain identification in both the patient and control
samples.

Differential diagnoses of conditions involving hand anomalies (Duane-radial ray syn-
drome, OMIM #607323), hand anomalies and congenital heart defects (Holt–Oram syn-
drome, OMIM #142900), Adams–Oliver syndrome (OMIM #100300, #614219, #614814,
#615297, #616028, #616589), hand anomalies, and occasionally heart involvement (IVIC
syndrome OMIM #147750) were excluded. No pathogenic/likely pathogenic/uncertain sig-
nificance variants were identified in SALL4, TBX5, ARHGAPP31, NOTCH1, and RBPJ, which
represent the key genes associated to the conditions mentioned above.

DISCUSSION

Deciphering the genetic etiology of Poland syndrome has proven challenging mainly
because most cases are sporadic and due to the unique pattern of developmental defects
observed. Although many cases seem to have a clear parent-to-offspring trait transmission
indicative of a dominant inheritance, incomplete penetrance, skipping of generations, and
variable expressivity among relatives is also evident (Parano et al. 1995; Baban et al.
2012). The sporadic nature of PS also denotes the high possibility of de novo events in
more than one gene in affected individuals either in the context of genetic heterogeneity
or due to an oligogenic mode of inheritance.

Figure 3. (Top) Wild-type SFMBT1 protein. SFMBT1 protein is comprised of four tandem MBT repeats, a
SLED, and a SAM domain. (Bottom) Predicted mutant SFMBT1 protein lacking the fourth MBT domain and
the SLED and SAM domains located downstream. The red arrow indicates the location of the mutation on
the protein level.

BA

Figure 4. (A) Western blot showing the signal for SFMBT-1wild-type protein (96 kDa) and housekeeping gene
GAPDH (30–40 kDa) for the patient and the healthy control. (B) Plot showing the fold change in SFMBT1 ex-
pression compared to the control. A significant reduction (60%) of the expression of the 96-kDa wild-type
SFMBT1 protein isoform is observed in the patient compared to the control; the mean of two experiments
is shown as well as the individual values (black dots) of expression from two independent experiments.
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SFMBT1 is a gene with low tolerance for variants that alter its function (Karczewski et al.
2020) and in which such variants cannot be sustained and are rather depleted from a popu-
lation (SFMBT1 intolerance score to loss of function, LOEUF=0.324, and GnomAD data
shows extremely rare deleterious variants with pLI score=0.94).

Our study revealed the presence of a de novo SFMBT1 splicing variant that is predict-
ed to be pathogenic. We have demonstrated that this variant results in exon skipping at
the RNA level, and we have detected a significantly lower expression of the 96-kDa

Figure 5. The filtering algorithm of the variants identified on the exome trio analysis was based on the vari-
ant’s population frequency, overall predicted pathogenicity (based on ACMG guidelines), type of variant,
more specific pathogenicity prediction based on in silico prediction tools, information available in the public
repositories and literature, and finally the inheritance mode of each disease and the origin (parental or de
novo) of the identified variants. The number of variants resulting from each filtering step is displayed on the
arrows.
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SFMBT-1 wild-type protein isoform in the patient relative to a control. The actual presence
of the truncated SFMBT1 protein, predicted to be 40 kDa, could not be confirmed
because of the presence of a similar molecular size band of uncertain identification. We
can hypothesize that the lower expression of the SFMBT1 wild-type protein compared
to the control is the result of a mutated SFMBT1 mRNA also being generated, but possibly
undergoing nonsense-mediated decay (NMD). NMD hypothesis is also supported by the
fact that the variant is not located in the last exon or the last 50 bp of the penultimate exon
(Abou Tayoun et al. 2018).

Poland syndrome is believed to result from a mesodermal defect of vascular origin that
injures the subclavian artery (Bavinck and Weaver 1986). SFMBT1 regulates the expression
and interacts with key genes involved in heart muscle and artery development (PWWP2A,
SIX2) (Zhang et al. 2013) as well as myogenic differentiation (MYOD, SIX2) (Lin et al.
2013). Specifically, PWWP2A, a transcriptional regulator, plays a significant role during em-
bryogenesis in neural cell migration and differentiation (Pünzeler et al. 2017), and these neu-
ral crest cells are crucial for cardiovascular development. Ablation of the cardiac neural crest
cells results in heart defects including aortic artery defects (Kirby and Waldo 1995). SIX2 is a
homeobox transcription factor and a critical component of pathways involved in heart mus-
cle morphogenesis and skeletal myogenic differentiation (Relaix et al. 2013). Finally,MYOD,
a transcriptional activator, is the cornerstone of the skeletal muscle cell differentiation path-
way (Megeney et al. 1996). SFMBT1 directly interacts with MYOD in undifferentiated myo-
blasts to suppress MYOD-dependent transcription and to prevent the muscle cell
differentiation (Lin et al. 2013).

The contribution of genetic factors in the development of Poland syndrome is currently
unclear, but we propose that such factors can play an important role in the pathogenesis of
this disorder. In this case report, we present a patient with a significant reduction in the ex-
pression of SFMBT1, a common protein isoform that is very likely the result of the identified
SFMBT1 splicing variant. We suggest that such a reduced expression could have a negative
impact on the functional capacity and efficiency of SFMBT1, enhancing abnormal differen-
tiation or even abolishing differentiation of certain progenitor cells. We can hypothesize that
at some point during embryogenesis a mutant SFMBT1 with a compromised function results
in a developmental defect, either of the aortic arch involving the subclavian artery or—later
in gestation—during myoblast differentiation that could be associated with the Poland syn-
drome phenotype. In addition, although the variant was present in the buccal cells of this
patient, we do not exclude the possibility of mosaicism, as the change might have occurred
very early in development. Further molecular studies on clinically identified Poland syn-
drome cases and delineation of the molecular pathways of SFMBT1 will shed light on
Poland syndrome genetic etiology and SFMBT1 involvement and help in understanding
and treating manifestations of this condition.

METHODS

DNA and RNA extraction from peripheral blood was performed using QIAcube automated
system (QIAGEN). Concentration of genetic material was quantified on Nanodrop 2000
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). SureSelect Exome V7 panel (Agilent Technologies) was used on
DNA for NGS on NextSeq platforms (Illumina) according to manufacturer’s protocol. NM
transcript selection (NM_016329.4) followed Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS) rec-
ommendations. FASTQ generation was performed using bcl2fastq by Illumina. Coverage of
at least 20×was obtained for identified variants with an average region coverage of 99 reads,
and the reported variant was confirmed by Sanger sequencing and was also confirmed in a
buccal swab sample (Table 2). Alignment on hg19, variant calling, and classification of
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variants was performed on VarSome Clinical (Saphetor). The algorithm used to perform the
exome filtering is displayed in Figure 5. Information on differential diagnoses was retrieved
from OMIM (Hamosh et al. 1999). Sanger sequencing was performed on a 3500 Genetic
Analyser (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and alignment was done on DNABaser software
(Heracle BioSoft SRL). The variant reported was classified according to the American
College ofMedical Genetics andGenomics (ACMG) recommendations (Richards et al. 2015).

Reverse transcription PCR via PrimeScript RT Reagent Kit (Perfect Real TIME Takara) on
RNA for cDNA generation was utilized for an exon-skipping investigation, followed by am-
plification with sequence-specific primers flanking exons adjacent to the one being investi-
gated for skipping, and the resulting cDNA PCR products were visualized by electrophoresis
on 2% agarose gel. Elucidation of the exact splicing breakpoint was performed by cutting
the gel band resulting from the exon-skipped allele, submerging it in nuclease-free water
overnight, reamplifying it, and finally sequencing it using Sanger. Prediction of the splice var-
iant’s effect on the protein level was performed with the Expasy translation tool (https://web
.expasy.org/translate/). PBMCs from the patient and controls were isolated using a Ficoll
density gradient, followed by red blood cell lysis and cell counting before downstream
whole-cell lysate preparation. PBMCs were homogenized in lysis (RIPA buffer, Sigma-
Aldrich) to prepare whole-cell lysate in the presence of protease inhibitors (cOmplete,
Mini Protease Inhibitor Cocktail, Roche and phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride [PMSF], Roche).
For SFMBT-1 and GAPDH analysis, samples were probed overnight with the following pri-
mary antibodies: rabbit anti-human SFMBT-1 (antibodies-online ABIN553782) and mouse
anti-human GAPDH (Cell Signaling 97166S). Primary antibodies were washed and blot
was probed with the following secondary antibodies: IRDye 800CW-conjugated donkey
anti-rabbit antibody and IRDye 680RD-conjugated anti-mouse antibody for 45 min at
room temperature before washing and visualizing blot on a Vilber Fusion FX6 instrument.
The total intensity of each band was determined using ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/).
The background-corrected intensity of SFMBT1was then normalized to the background-cor-
rected intensity of housekeeping gene GAPDH, before determining the fold change be-
tween the patient and the control.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Data Deposition and Access
The variant has been deposited in the Leiden Open Variation Database (LOVD) (https
://databases.lovd.nl/shared/screenings/0000383951) under accession number 00382737.

Ethics Statement
The data included in this paper resulted from diagnostic testing of a consented patient re-
ferred to our laboratory for Poland syndrome genetic investigation. All genetic and clinical

Table 2. Sequencing coverage information and validation method for the SFMBT variant

Sequence
read
length

Sequence
read type

Coverage
of reported
variant in
proband

Coverage
of reported
variant in
mother

Coverage
of reported
variant in
father

Confirmation with
another method

Confirmation
in another
tissue

151 Paired end 68 97 114 Sanger sequencing Buccal swab
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data included in this publication were identified in the context of this diagnostic investiga-
tion, and as this is not a research project, no bioethics approval was required. The mother
of the patient has been appropriately informed by the referring physician about the purpose,
scope, type, and significance of the planned genetic and other test(s) requested and has pro-
vided written consent. Informed written patient’s consent (in this case, maternal consent) for
the use of their genetic and clinical results in a publication ensuring anonymity has been
obtained.
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